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 Food for Thought

 Patience or Understanding?
 Nancy Weber-Schwartz

 Ryan has just solved the problem of who
 will play with the kindergarten's only boy
 doll by punching 5-year-old Nicky in the
 stomach.

 Does success tience? Ryan's Is in patience aggressive teaching a young desirable behavior children? try attribute your Will pa- for it
 tience? Is patience a desirable attribute for
 success in teaching young children? Will it

 help Ryan's teacher successfully deal with this situa-
 tion? Just whát does it mean to be patient?

 Colleagues and the parents of my kindergarten stu-
 dents have often commented on the tremendous

 amounts of patience required to teach young children.
 "I'd never have the patience to work with little chil-
 dren." "Where do you get all that patience?" I found
 myself feeling increasingly uncomfortable with these
 compliments because I've never considered myself a
 very patient person.

 Gradually, as I heard patience extolled by other
 teachers and in graduate courses, and saw it on attrib-
 ute lists in teacher preparation textbooks, I began to
 question the concept of patience as a virtue. My dis-
 comfort with the concept of patience as an attribute of
 good teaching was explained when I looked up the
 term in Webster's Dictionary.

 Patient is defined as "bearing pains or trials calmly or without
 complaint; manifesting forbearance under provocation or
 strain; steadfast despite opposition, difficulty, or adversity."

 Patience is associated only with unpleasant situa-
 tions and is not even considered in a pleasant context!

 Nancy Weber-Schwartz is a kindergarten teacher in a pub-
 lic school in Bay City, Michigan. She has also taught nursery
 school and been a child care center director.

 Because I find teaching the young very pleasant, I now
 believe that patience is an undesirable teacher attrib-
 ute; its presence (in large amounts, at least) indicates a
 teacher who finds teaching unpleasant. I see myself as
 a successful teacher with very little patience. Visitors to
 my classroom had mistakenly believed that I exhibited
 patience with young children , when in reality they were
 witnessing the behavior that results from understand-

 ing-

 pa tient (pa'shant) adj. Capable of
 bearing affliction with calmness.
 The American Heritage Dictionary. (1972) Boston: Houghton Mifflin.

 The teacher who understands the developmental
 level of the child does not need to "bear pains calmly."
 This teacher will accept behavior as developmentally
 appropriate and will not see the child as an adversary,
 because the child will be viewed as innately good,
 though inexperienced. Teachers who understand
 young children will see themselves as children's
 partners in learning and will not view the child as op-
 position. The adult will approach the learning situation
 and the child as a pleasure rather than a trial. The
 child's intuitive reaction to this approach will be posi-
 tive and will create a positive learning experience.
 A teacher's perceptions determine whether or not a
 particular circumstance requires patience. In my view,
 Ryan is not a naughty child, but a child with limited
 social skills. The aggressive behavior is understand-
 able. To deal effectively with the situation, 1 must ac-
 cept the physical aggression as appropriate to Ryan's
 level of development and social experience, but work
 to teach him other socially appropriate and effective
 behaviors. 1 might place my arms around both children
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 If danger I rely on of patience, it running there out. is If a I danger of it running out. If I
 rely on understanding, and this
 understanding is based on sound
 developmental theory, it will
 never run out.

 while explaining (rather than reprimanding) that peo-
 ple must feel safe in school. "We may not hit people or
 hurt them. Next time use words to tell Nicky that you
 feel angry and want the doll back. Then Nicky will
 know what you want." My perception is not that Ryan is
 interrupting my teaching ; but that he is offering me an
 opportunity to model problem-solving skills, to create
 classroom discipline , and to encourage self-discipline .
 This classroom scuffle offers me an opportunity to act
 as a learning enabler by helping Ryan and the other
 children learn how to meet basic safety and esteem
 needs. I do not want to depend on patience in order to
 act effectively, because each new circumstance will
 draw on my reserves. If 1 rely on patience, there is a
 danger of it running out, resulting in inappropriate
 teacher behaviors. If I rely on understanding, and this
 understanding is based on sound developmental
 theory, it will never run out.

 Teachers who expect the kindergarten child to sit
 quietly while working, to form letters correctly, or to

 "keep your hands to yourself" will require patience be-
 cause of a lack of understanding. Inappropriate de-
 mands create tension within teachers, within their
 young students, and between teacher and child. The
 teacher may demonstrate patience while calmly but
 tersely reminding, "Ryan, for the last time, take that
 pencil out of your mouth." Ryan may feel humiliated
 for unconsciously performing an act totally appro-
 priate for a teething 5- or 6-year-old. If I understand, I
 will ignore the behavior or substitute a more suitable
 chewing material to satisfy the child's need. Nothing in
 my tone of voice, body language, or overall demeanor
 will indicate any tension of impatience, because I will
 not feel it. I understand.

 Patience implies disrespect to the child because it is a
 condescending view that the patient person is somehow
 superior to the "opposition. " It assumes that young
 children's behaviors provoke, oppose, and strain. This
 attitude contrasts with the developmental point of view
 of respect for the chilďs orderly, predictable develop-
 ment. Patient teachers perceive the aggressive child as
 the opponent, and are liable to set up an adversarial
 relationship in which they feel justifiably provoked into
 action against the child. In these power struggles, the
 teacher is the winner and the child always loses. The
 result may be the antithesis of the developmental point
 of view in the midst of a so-called "developmental"
 classroom: A child may be controlled instead of guid-
 ed. She or he may be bullied into conformity rather
 than encouraged to develop uniqueness within social
 parameters. This teacher does not understand the
 chilďs needs and therefore cannot consider them. Im-

 patience results when teachers are dominated by their
 own needs and cannot adequately take into account
 the needs of the child.

 Teachers who understand young children know that
 they are not time-efficient. These teachers take time to
 trust in the natural growth process, to listen attentive-
 ly, to respond descriptively and appreciatively. They
 take time to listen to what children are unable to say,
 as well as to expand upon what they do say. Such
 teachers make time to allow children to discover their

 world and build their reality through interactions with
 objects and people. When I understand, I accept that
 each child is worth all the time she or he needs. Be-

 cause I accept what is, I put my energy into effective
 teaching, not into struggling against the reality that
 children are children.

 A teacher who understands children's needs encour-

 ages growth. When basic physical and security needs
 are met in an accepting environment, children are able
 to risk growth and experience success. When love and
 belonging needs are met, the children are able to de-
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 velop competence and self-acceptance. The satisfac-
 tion of esteem needs precludes acting out to gain the
 acceptance of peers and attention from the teacher.
 When I understand these needs, I search for ways to
 help children meet them. I encourage freedom, sharing,
 conversation, movement, risk-taking, and spontaneity
 - the natural characteristics of childhood. Children

 will struggle to use these capacities regardless of my
 attitude. They act to satisfy their needs, not the needs
 or goals of the teacher. Therefore, the teacher who
 works to satisfy the children's needs will be comfort-
 able and successful in the teaching role. Children will
 feel comfortable with their natural, necessary activities
 and will not be subjected to feelings of inferiority im-
 posed by an endlessly patient teacher.

 Can bear-it a grit-your-teeth-and- teacher be truly bear-it teacher be truly
 effective?

 Teachers rely on patience when their own basic
 needs are in confict with the needs of their students.

 For example, children may need activity to meet basic
 physiological needs, but this may conflict with the
 teacher's physiological need (to avoid excessive
 noise), safety need (for a positive evaluation from an
 administrator), or esteem need (for peer approval).
 Meeting the children's needs is more likely to become
 the teacher's goal when she or he understands the de-
 velopmental characteristics of early childhood. It is to
 be hoped that the teacher will then stop looking to the
 children for the satisfaction of too many of her own
 needs too much of the time and will concern herself

 with the attainment of appropriate goals for each of the
 children. As an understanding professional, her own
 natural egocentrism will less likely interfere with edu-
 cating the children, and she will be accepting of their
 egocentrism, an essential reality of very young chil-
 dren.

 It is important for teachers to have mature, healthy
 personalities because young children are very vulnera-
 ble and their development requires focused and sensi-
 tive nurturing. Teachers who have gone into early
 childhood education with their own basic needs

 unmet, or who feel oppressed and burdened, may inad-
 vertently draw excessively from the children to meet
 their own basic needs. This preoccupation with con-
 cerns of their own precludes an understanding of chil-
 dren, and therefore makes acting upon this under-
 standing impossible. Healthy teachers will look to their
 students for the fulfillment of self-actualization needs

 to enhance their lives above and beyond basics. This
 ensures an enriching interdependent growth experi-
 ence for both.

 An understanding professional values such attrib-
 utes as organizational skills, problem-solving abilities,
 a broad knowledge base, and a thorough understand-
 ing of child development, and participates in activities
 to further these qualities. Graduate courses, member-
 ship in professional organizations, and consistent
 reading of professional journals will increase a teach-
 er's understanding and implementation of current
 early childhood educational research and theory. Adult
 expectations will be appropriate to the developmental
 capabilities of the children and will encourage learn-
 ing. Teachers will not define their own teaching abili-
 ties with unproductive terms like patient, but will artic-
 ulate their role as professional educators in a
 legitimate field of study. While the patient teacher is
 likely to see herself as a martyr, struggling through
 days of adversity imposed by the children, the profes-
 sional will celebrate with them the process of growth.
 Enthusiasm and joy can result as understanding teach-
 ers welcome student behaviors that patient teachers
 find irritating.

 As early childhood educators work to validate their
 role as viable professionals - viable in the eyes of
 sometimes skeptical communities: administrators,
 upper-grade teachers, and parents - they must dispel
 the myth that patience is predominant in their success.

 Parents and colleagues marvel at the early childhood
 teacher's patience and understanding. They misunder-
 stand. Teachers possess patience or understanding:
 Patience is rarely necessary when one is understand-
 ing.

 For further reading:
 Ames, L. B. & Ilg, F. L. (1979). Your five-year-old. New York: Dell.
 Bloom, B. (1981). All our children learning. New York: McGraw-Hill.
 Elkind, D. (1976). Child development and education. New York: Ox-

 ford University Press.
 Maslow, A. H. (1954). Motivation and personality. New York: Harper &

 Row.

 Moorman, C. (1985). Talk sense to yourself. Michigan: Personal Power
 Press. Q|

 Copyright © 1987 by Nancy Weber-Schwartz.
 Please inform NAEYC if you make copies to share with parents,
 teachers, or students; for library reserve; or for personal use so
 that we will know which articles are most valuable to our readers.
 This copyright notice must appear with each copy you make.
 Permission to reprint is required only if this material is to be
 reprinted in another form such as a book, newsletter, or journal.
 Request permission from Nancy Weber-Schwartz, 519 Handy Dr.,
 Bay City, MI 48706.
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